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WORKSHOPS WITH HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
ABOUT TOPICS RELATED TO CYBERSECURITY 
AND DATA PRIVACY // SUMMARY

Ever since its inception in the late 1960s Internet has changed 
our societies drastically in many aspects, it has also raised 
concerns regarding privacy and data protection in this new 
interconnected world. Recent Data scandals of giant compa-
nies made us realize a lack of awareness among the  major 
public about topics like Cybersecurity and data protection 
which was also confi rmed by several studies (Smith, 2017). 
Based on this observation and Responding to the call 
(2019) “Multimodal Science Communication”, our team  “Digital 
 Enlightenment” decided to conduct a science communi cation 
experience to empower high school students with the neces-
sary knowledge regarding relevant topics related to Cyber-
security while researching the keys to an effective science 
communication. For this sake a series of workshops were or-
ganized at local high schools in Munich about Arti fi cial Intelli-
gence, hardware  hacking, online sharing and tracked activities 
in which various communication strategies were implemented. 

Our research confi rmed the lack of knowledge among  students 
concerning these topics. It has also revealed that Using 
 interactive strategies to communicate  scientifi c knowledge, 
for example through games and compe titions, leads to a more 
successful learning  experience. 
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CONCRETE RESULTS, IMPACT 
AND SUSTAINABILITY: 

Within this project we have reached more than 
150 students from 4 high schools in Munich. 
n  92% thought the workshops were good to very good. 
n  most students asserted to have learned something
n    more than 60% asserted that they would be willing to 

reconsider their online behavior. 

Even Though these students represent only a small proportion 
and this impact is as a result not sustainable we think that 
some of the outcomes of this project can build the foundation 
for a more sustainable approach, we can summarize the out-
comes in these points: 
n  Topics related to Cybersecurity are not covered 

enough in school curricula.
n  Students are greatly affected by their online behavior.
n  interactivity has a remarkable impact on knowledge 

 communication for high-school students and creating 
a competitive environment in class has a great potential 
to boost the students’ motivation.
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